„Best Shitcoin Ever looks like one of those many meme tokens at first glance.
But BSE is much more than that! Together with BSE World, we are revolutionizing the
Advertising industry in the crypto universe. Best Shitcoin Ever is "The Next Big Thing" for
Advertisers as well as earners.“
Freiherr Dennis von KryptoRente

Exploiting the possibilities of cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies differ from fiat money in many ways. Decentralization, a fixed money supply, global transactions with
low fees within seconds, and smart contracts (decentralized, automated contracts directly on the blockchain) are
features not found in fiat money. We have developed a hyperdeflationary token that is exactly the opposite of fiat
money. This is because we believe that deflationary money increases demand for quality, and we are meeting this new
standard with Best Shitcoin Ever in conjunction with BSE World.

Background
Almost every day comes a new token that rewards its owners for holding it. Each time a transaction is someone
executes a transaction, a fee is paid which is distributed to the holders. But none of these tokens have an infrastructure
that adds value to the crypto market. That is, the holders of these tokens are usually only rewarded when someone
buys or sells that token.
With BSE World, we have designed an infrastructure for the BSE token that adds value to the crypto market, enabling a
large number of transactions. market, resulting in a large number of transactions, which generously rewards the
holders of the BSE Token. rewarded. Since BSE World is the first advertising platform tailored to the DeFi characteristics
of a single token, it will have an extremely positive impact on the price of the BSE Token, rewarding holders twice over.

Problem solving
Advertising costs a lot of money. For example, it is not uncommon for the marketing of a new token to cost up to 20
bitcoin. Simple banner advertising spaces, which have to be shared with tens of other advertisers, cost several hundred
dollars per day on well-visited crypto websites. Despite the high costs, the advertising campaigns usually do not
generate the desired success, as the ads are only clicked on by very few users.
On BSE World, users are paid with Best Shitcoin Ever to visit websites, follow Twitter accounts, join Telegram groups,
participate in pre-sales or airdrops, and much more. This generates tremendous traffic for advertisers, increasing sales of
the advertised products and services. And all this for a fraction of the usual advertising costs!
Since the community is rewarded with BSE for viewing the ads, there is a lot of interest in having the tokens paid out
immediately when the minimum payout threshold is reached, since there are only Holder Rewards for the holders of the
tokens when they are in their own wallet. This creates two advantages for holders at once:
1) The many payouts create traffic that generates rewards that are shared among the holders.
2) Since there is a large amount of tokens on BSE World, where the tokens are excluded from the Holder Rewards, the
rewards for the holders are significantly higher than is known from comparable tokens.

Mission
Best Shitcoin Ever, together with BSE World, has the potential to be the best shitcoin ever. So we have made nothing
less our mission! We are making a very good name for ourselves with advertisers with real traffic at spot price. To the
BSE community, we offer the opportunity to build a permanent income with Holder Rewards for free - this is especially
important to us, so that people in economically weak countries also get the chance to earn a piece of the pie.
In addition, BSE World buys back BSE on Pancake Swap almost weekly to distribute to the community as well as
advertisers in the form of a revenue share. This will cause the price of BSE to permanently skyrocket. Should a large
amount of BSE ever be sold on Pancake Swap, our Smart Contract will automatically buy back BSE back and burns it.
This avoids major dumps and directly increases the value of the BSE token.
Our mission is to enrich the crypto world with a revolutionary token idea.

_____________________________________________________________________________

About BSE Token
Best Shitcoin Ever is a hyperdeflationary BuyBack token on the Binance network that uses the new standard of DeFi Tokenomics. Its
features make Best Shitcoin Ever very interesting for both hodlers and traders. On each Transaction a fee of 11% is charged. For
example, if one sends 100 BSE, 89 BSE will reach the recipient. The fee is divided for Holder Reward, BSE BuyBack and marketing
fee. The maximum token amount is capped at 888,000,000 BSE. When Best Shitcoin Ever is exchanged for another currency, a smart
contract will automatically buy BSE back and burned, reducing the token amount.

Holder Reward
A 4% Holder Reward fee is charged on transactions. The Holder Reward is automatically divided among the wallets that hold Best Shitcoin
Ever. So you are no longer forced to give your tokens out of your hand for investment; you simply simply keep your BSE tokens in your
own wallet and they will automatically become more. Since the distribution of the Holder Reward is automatically implemented via smart
contract, there is no risk of fraud whatsoever.

BSE BuyBack
BSE BuyBack is a revolutionary price stabilization feature. For each transaction, a fee of 4% is charged for the BuyBack function. This fee is
also managed by a smart contract. Whenever a larger amount of BSE is sold on Pancake Swap, the Smart Contract buys back BSE. This
prevents larger dumps and in the long run ensures an increase in the price.

Marketing fee
A 3% marketing fee is charged on each transaction. The marketing fee is used to promote the infrastructure (BSE World) behind Best
Shitcoin Ever permanently. The permanent promotion of BSE World provides constant traffic from both advertisers as well as earners.
Payouts on BSE World are always made in BSE, which means that there are This means that there are a lot of transactions and therefore
transaction fees, which are distributed as Holders Rewards.

Token distribution
Best Shitcoin Ever will be available for sale on BSE World for a maximum of 1224
days (3 years, 4 months & 8 days) over 5 tiers. At the same time the token is
tradable viaPancake Swap.
However, as long as the token sale on BSE World is active, you will not be able to
deposit BSE on the platform - so the BSE tokens to be used on BSE World must be
purchased directly on the platform. Since the token price on BSE World is
independent of the price on Pancake Swap, one will not be able to cash out the
tokens immediately. If you want to cash out the tokens, you first have to buy a
product (AdPack) with them. For AdPacks you will get up to 2.5% of the purchase
price back every day until you reach a total of 125%, 126% or 128% has been
distributed - the daily distributions can be paid out to one's own wallet so that one
can benefit from the Holder Rewards.

If you want to benefit directly from the Holder Rewards without having to buy AdPacks with your BSE tokens first,
you can also buy Best Shitcoin Ever at Pancake Swap, which will then be booked directly into your wallet.
When a stage of the sale is finished, the remaining BSE tokens are burned so that at the end of the sale there are only tokens in circulation
that were distributed through the token sale. Once the token sale is over, you will only be able to buy BSE through external offers such as
PancakeSwap. Of course, you will then be able to deposit your BSE tokens on BSE World.

About BSE World
The most important thing about BSE token is its infrastructure. After all, what's the point of cleverly distributing transaction
fees at Best Shitcoin Ever to distribute if there is no reason to ship the token? For this reason, we have created BSE World, an
infrastructure that will generate a large amount of transactions on the network, distributing significantly more Holder Rewards
than comparable tokens.
BSE World is an internet platform focused on "advertising." We have made it our goal to become the No. 1 place to go when it comes to
promoting tokens or earning tokens for free. We let the BSE community decide which offers they would like to see on the platform. Below,
we will explain the offers that will give advertisers, earners, as well as as well as BSE hodlers an unprecedented added value.

GPT and PTC
With GPT (Get Paid To) and PTC (Paid To Click), earners around the world can earn Best Shitcoin Ever by completing tasks or viewing
advertisements. Each completed task is rewarded unusually high compared to other GPT and PTC offers. This generates a lot of traffic on

the platform, which has two advantages: the first advantage is that the high traffic makes the platform more and more interesting for
advertisers. The second advantage is that Hodler will get more Holder Rewards if there are a lot of tokens on BSE World instead of lying
motionless in wallets. This is because when there are many tokens on the platform, more and more tokens will also be paid out gradually.
Since the Holder Rewards are paid out proportionally, the shares are correspondingly higher if there are many tokens on BSE World.

RevShare
BSE World is a non-profit project. This means that we distribute 100% of the profit to the community after deducting the operating costs!
With RevShare (Revenue Share) you can secure shares of this daily profit distribution (cashback). Advertisers buy "AdPacks". With each
AdPack you can advertise one link and optionally use two banner ad spaces. To qualify for the cashback payouts, one must visit 10 links
daily, which are also advertised by other users through AdPacks. If you don't want to invest time daily, you can "buy free" with a VIP
membership and automatically receive daily his cashback distributions without surfing.
Earners can also earn cashback. The procedure is the same: buy AdPacks, enter advertising links, surf daily and enjoy cashback. Almost
everyone has plenty of advertising links (RefLinks) that you could use to activate your AdPacks. However, it is also allowed that you use
your blog, Youtube channel, a Telegram group, etc. as an advertising link. Also earners can of course buy free with a VIP membership so
they don't have to surf daily.
The cashback which is distributed daily on a pro-rata basis to the owners of BSE Packs is generated by revenues which are e.g. through fees
or banner advertising. The revenues of the token sales, with which no liquidity is promoted, are invested profitably - the resulting profits
are also distributed as cashback.

Strategies
The following strategies are not intended to be a guide. Every advertiser as well as every earner should design a strategy that fits his
needs. However, these are strategies that have been taken into consideration during the planning of the project.

For advertisers
To advertise on BSE World you need an account on BSE World. Payment is made in BSE Tokens, which must be purchased in advance in
the ICO. Of course, as a registered user, you benefit from a fixed BSE rate as well as statistics on the advertising campaigns.
To advertise permanently on BSE World, it makes sense to invest in AdPacks. Since AdPacks pay out a total of 125%, 126% or 128% of the
purchase price in cashback, you can repurchase expired AdPacks and use the profits to book other types of advertising such as PTC or
banner ads. This way you only have to pay once and can advertise for a lifetime!

For earners
It is possible to build a permanent income with BSE for free! To achieve this you could view as much advertising as possible and complete
tasks. The collected tokens could then be invested in AdPacks, whose cashback is constantly invested in new AdPacks. This procedure is
called compounding and leads to an increase in money, which is only known from the compound interest effect. Once you reach a certain
amount, you could cash out your profits and sell them at Pancake Swap, or collect them in your wallet to sell Holder Rewards at Pancake
Swap. However, it takes some time to earn an AdPack by watching ads and completing tasks. If you want to speed it up significantly, you

could buy AdPacks on a regular basis, until the profit is enough for the passive desired income.
Those who are enthusiastic about BSE World can also recommend it and, three levels deep, earn up to 8% commission on each purchase
made by the recruited partners. Commissions are distributed in BSE and are freely available / payable immediately. In some forms of
advertising on BSE World, you get paid even when a referred partner views ads.

www.BSE-World.com
@FreiherrDennis

t.me/BestShitcoinEver

